Data Privacy Statement – May 2018
Generali Investments Luxembourg S.A. (the "Company"), the investment funds managed by the
Company (the “Funds”) (hereafter collectively referred to as the “Companies”) and any third party
service providers, appointed by the Company or by the Funds as the case may be and acting on its/their
behalf (together the "we", "us", "our") are committed to protecting your personal data and are required,
by Data Protection Legislation (defined below), to provide individuals with certain information about how
we use your personal information.
This Privacy Statement ("Privacy Statement") explains what personal information we collect from you
or you provide to us, how we use it and with whom we share that information. This Privacy Statement
also sets out your rights and who you can contact for more information.
In this Privacy Statement:
-

your personal information is sometimes also referred to as "personal data";
we may also sometimes collectively refer to handling, collecting, protecting and storing your
personal data as "processing" such personal data; and
the term "Data Protection Legislation" means the EU General Data Protection Regulation
2016/679; together with all other applicable legislation relating to privacy or data protection.

For the purposes of Data Protection Legislation, the data controller is the Company or the Funds.
1. What information do we collect about you?
We may collect, record and use information that personally identifies you in physical and electronic form
and will hold, use and otherwise process the data in accordance with Data Protection Legislation and
as set out in this Privacy Statement.
The personal data we collect and process may include:
-

-

information obtained from identification documentation (including your name, email address,
telephone number, address (including city, postcode and country), nationality and national
identity numbers (where applicable));
your professional title and occupation;
your age, date of birth and marital status;
financial information, tax status, bank account details and evidence of ownership of financial
assets;
personal identifiers such as your social security number, national insurance number, tax file
number, IP address or your internal electronic identifiers;
other information you provide in the course of your dealings with us or which we require you to
provide so that we can provide you with products and services.

a) Information that we collect or generate about you
This may include:
-

files that we may produce as a record of our relationship with you, including contact history,
correspondence records; and
any personal data that you provide during telephone and email communications with us which
we may monitor and record in order to resolve complaints, improve our service and in order to
comply with our legal and regulatory requirements.

b) Information we obtain from other sources
This may include information from publicly available sources, including third party agencies such as
public databases, registers and records such as information obtained from sanction checking and
background screening providers.
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In certain circumstances, we also collect and process what are known as “special categories” of
personal data (as defined by Data Protection Legislation). Money laundering, sanctions, financial crime
and fraud prevention checks sometimes result in the Companies obtaining information about actual or
alleged criminal convictions and offences.
You are not obliged to provide us with your personal data where it is requested but we may be unable
to provide certain products and services or proceed with your business relationship with the Companies
if you do not do so.
2. How do we collect your information?
The personal information we collect comes from:
-

application forms or other materials you or your authorised representative submits to us;
your or your authorised representative's interactions with the Companies, transactions and use
of our products and services (including the use of any of our websites);
your or your authorised representative's business dealings with the Companies, including via
email, telephone or as stated in contracts with you;
depending on the products or services you or your authorised representative requires, third
parties (including for credit and money laundering checks, among other things); and
recording and monitoring tools that we use for compliance or security purposes (e.g. recording
of telephone calls, monitoring emails, etc.).

3. How we use your information?
Our primary purpose in collecting your personal information is to facilitate and record your holding of
shares in the Funds, the management and administration of your holdings in the Funds and any related
administration on an on-going basis.
Additionally, on an ongoing basis during your relationship with us, we may use your information for the
following specific purposes:
-

-

-

-

to process transactions and to improve the quality of the service that we provide to you;
to disclose information to other third parties such as service providers of the Companies,
auditors, regulatory authorities and technology providers for the purposes outlined in this
Privacy Statement (as set out in more detail below);
to update and maintain records;
to monitor and record calls and electronic communications;
in connection with the Companies’ internal management and reporting;
to report regulatory and tax related information to regulatory and tax authorities in order to
comply with a legal obligation, including any obligation arising under legislation implementing
the U.S. Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act of 2010, as amended, and the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development's Common Reporting Standard;
to permit, administer and record your holdings in the Funds;
in order to carry out anti-money laundering checks and related actions which are necessary to
comply with legal obligations, in relation to, the prevention of fraud, money laundering, terrorist
financing, bribery, corruption, tax evasion and to prevent the provision of financial and other
services to persons who may be subject to economic or trade sanctions, on an on-going basis;
for prudential and risk management purposes;
to provide you with any products and services that you request from us; and
other reasons compatible with the primary purpose.

4. What are the legal grounds for using your personal information?
Data Protection Legislation permits us to process your personal data in the way that we do because
such processing is:
-

necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests that we pursue, which are to discharge
our legal obligations, to store and disclose information where necessary; or
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-

necessary for the performance of a contract with you;
necessary in order to comply with a legal obligation to which we are subject; or
otherwise with your express consent.

To the extent that we process any special categories of data relating to you for any of the purposes
outlined above, we will do so because either: (i) you have given us your explicit consent to process that
personal data; (ii) you have made the personal data manifestly public; or (iii) the processing is necessary
for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.
5. Do we provide your information to third parties?
We may share your personal data with our subsidiaries or affiliates, details of which can be found on
our website. Together these are referred to as the Generali Group.
We may also share your personal information outside of the Generali Group with the following
categories of recipients who may receive it and process it for the purposes outlined in this Privacy
Statement:
-

-

-

-

representatives, agents, custodians, intermediaries and/or other third party product providers
appointed by you;
third party agents and contractors for the purposes of them providing services both to us and
to you (for example, professional advisers and IT and communications providers). These third
parties will be subject to appropriate data protection obligations;
any depositary, stock exchange, clearing or settlement system, counterparties, dealers and
others where disclosure of your personal information is reasonably required for the purpose of
effecting, managing or reporting transactions on your behalf or establishing a relationship with
a view to such transactions;
any regulatory, supervisory or governmental authorities to the extent we are required by law or
regulation to do so, or in other limited circumstances (for example if required by a court order
or regulatory authority, or if we believe that such action is necessary to prevent fraud) or to
establish, exercise or defend our legal rights;
any prospective buyer for due diligence purposes if we sell any part of our business or our
assets; and
tax authorities.

The Company does not undertake marketing activities for third parties, nor does it provide information
to third parties for their own marketing purposes.
6. Transferring data outside of the EEA
We are a global business with operations around the world. As a result, the Companies collect and
transfer personal data on a global basis. That means that we may transfer your personal data to
locations outside of your country.
Where we transfer your personal data to another country, it will be protected and transferred in a manner
consistent with the Data Protection Legislation. You can obtain more details of the protection given to
your personal data when it is transferred outside the EEA by contacting us as described in paragraph
13 below.
7. Do we carry out an automated processing?
We do not carry out automated decision-making or profiling based on your personal data.
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8. What are your rights as Data Subject?
In the circumstances where we collect, use or store your personal information, as outlined in this Privacy
Statement, you may have the following rights and, in most cases, you can exercise them free of charge:
-

-

-

-

to be informed about the processing of your personal data (i.e. for what purposes, what types,
to what recipients it is disclosed, storage periods, any third party sources from which it was
obtained, confirmation of whether we undertake automated decision-making, including profiling,
and the logic, significance and envisaged consequences);
to request access to or a copy of any personal data which we hold about you;
to request rectification of your personal data, if you consider that it is inaccurate or incomplete;
to ask us to delete your personal data, if you consider that we do not have the right to hold it
(please note that there may be circumstances where you ask us to erase your personal
information but we are required or entitled to retain it);
to withdraw your consent to our processing of your personal data (please note that we may still
be entitled to process your personal data if we have another legitimate reason for doing so. For
example, we may need to retain your personal data to comply with legal or regulatory
obligations or to satisfy our internal audit requirements);
to restrict processing of your personal data;
where applicable, to request data portability (moving some of your personal data elsewhere) in
certain circumstances;
to object to your personal data being processed in certain circumstances;
the right to lodge a complaint with the relevant data protection regulator if you think that any of
your rights have been infringed by us.

Any request for access to or a copy of your personal data must be in writing and we will endeavour to
respond within a reasonable period and in any event within one month in compliance with the Data
Protection Legislation. We will comply with our legal obligations as regards your rights as a data subject.
We will correct any incorrect or incomplete information of which we are made aware and will stop
processing your personal data, or erase it, where there is no legal reason for us to continue to hold or
use that information.
We aim to ensure that the information we hold about you is accurate at all times. To assist us in ensuring
that your information is up to date, do let us know if any of your personal details change. Failure to
provide accurate information or to update changed information may have a detrimental impact on your
investment in the Funds, including the processing of any subscription or redemption instructions or the
suspension of your account.
9. How long do we keep your information?
We will only keep the information we collect about you for as long as required for the purposes set out
in this Privacy Statement or as long as required for us to comply with any legal obligations to which we
are subject being the longest of the following periods:
-

as long as is necessary for the relevant activity or as long as is set out in any relevant agreement
you enter into with the Funds;
the length of time it is reasonable to keep records to demonstrate compliance with professional
or legal obligations;
any retention period that is required by law; or
the end of the period in which litigation or investigations might arise in respect of an investment
in the Funds.

This will involve us regularly reviewing our files to check that information is accurate, up-to-date and
still required.
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10. How do we protect your information?
We ensure that there are appropriate technical, physical, electronic, and administrative safeguards in
place to protect your personal information from unauthorised access. The Companies have controls
and mechanisms in place designed to detect, respond and recover in case of any adverse events that
may arise.
11. Changes to the Privacy Statement
This Privacy Statement may be amended from time to time without notice, in which case the date of
this Privacy Statement will be revised.
If our Privacy Statement changes in any way, we will place an updated version on the Company's
website. Regularly reviewing the Privacy Statement on the Company's website ensures that you are
always aware of what information we collect, how we use it and under what circumstances, if any, we
will share it with other parties.
12. Other
This Privacy Policy is for your information and should not be used as the basis for any decision to
purchase or sell investments in the Company or the Funds. The views and information expressed in
this Privacy Policy do not constitute and may not be relied upon as constituting any form of investment
advice or inducement to invest, and prospective investors must obtain appropriate independent
professional advice before making investment decisions.
13. Complaints
Questions, comments and requests regarding this Privacy Policy are welcomed and should be
addressed to the Data Protection Officer at gil-dpo@generali-invest.com or by post at:
Generali Investments Luxembourg S.A.
To the attention of the Data Protection Officer
4, rue Jean Monnet
L-2180 Luxembourg
You may also use these contact details if you wish to make a complaint to us relating to your privacy.
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